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T

HIS collection is dedicated, something as
"the widow's two mites," to the spirit of
creative literary effort at Hope. The content
of the book consists chiefly of imaginative writing. .Such writing depends upon images, mainly,
for its pleasurability and interest. The pieces
published ,between these covers are printed just as
they were composed by the authors, except for
minor corrections.
These attempts to mount and master the foal
of the famed winged steed of the Muses may be
in part disastrous. But when students aspire and
work like some -of the ,contributors to the following pages, their future achievements are unknown
quantities. Certainly, their acquaintance has been
a substantial delight. From time to time, during
the past year, a small gvoup of us have talked,
and laughed, and ventured together. Out of those
meetings has come this humble offering.
Without the encouragement of the Administration and of the minister of Hope Church, this
first number of our little magazine could never
have seen the light. If there be any virtue in
the book, give them the praise; the adviser and
contributors claim all responsibility for the faults.
And, having done our best to make the book
worthy, we shall welcome the expression of our
readers' judgments. By common consent of the
contributors, no attributions of the various pieces
are made. Only a list of the authors is given.
May you share our enjoyment in some of these
modest flights!
The Faculty Adviser.

Dawn
Far on the dim-drawn shore of soft lament
Where waves rise up complaining to the sand
That answers not, but in the water's hand
Is hurled and stranded, settling diffident,
There stands a furtive deer with antlers bent
T-ow'rd the farther shore where silver beeches stand
Like choirs of muted psalteries, to command
A wind-borne music, softly eloquent.

He drinks the lucid water born of dew;
Then shakes his branching antlers high above,
And seeks a token in the misty, vibrant air And I think the while of the very privileged few
Who catch the spirit, as they onward move,
Of a quiv'ring deer as he views the sunrise fair.
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The Dutch Island of Saba

I

T WAS early in the morning when we steamed out of the harbor of
St. Thomas on that beautifully clear day in April, and, taking O"!Jr
course south and east, headed for the isl.and of Barbados. A fair,
fresh wind was ,blowing and the water was dark green under the cloudless
sky.
All morning we plowed our way through the dancing greenness, and
never tired of watching the .sky and the water. But in the warmness of
the afternoon we sought the captain, high up on the deck near the
wheel house, and cornered him, clamoring for "yarns."
In answer to our eager entreaties he pointed leeward to where we
had noticed what seemed to be a small conical heal of rocks rising quite
abruptly from the ocean. "People have picked out all sorts of strange
places to settle down and live in," he said, "but to my notion that is one
of the strangest." While ,he .smiled a wise smile, we looked skeptically at
the heap of rocks once more. T,here was not a sign of vegetation or life
of any kind to be seen. We took turns looking at it through the glass,
but there was nothing to see but the same bleak rocks. We· turned perplexedly toward -our story-teller. "Look carefully at the rocks on this side
of the island," he instructed. We obeyed and noticed a long winding flight
of narrow steps cut into the solid rock of the island.
"There are eight hundred of those steps leading to the very top of
the rocks," the captain went on, as he pulled his pipe from his pocket and
lighted it. "Were you to climb them you would find yourself on the rim
of the crater of an extinct volcano. Fl'lom its edge you would look down
into one of the happiest, most peaceful settlements in the world. Away
down in •the heart -of the crat~r it is hidden so securely from the world
that it is never seen except •by the few aeroplane pilots who drone inquisitively ,over it. From high up in the air it seems to be some Lilliputian
village :slipped neatly into a deep nutshell and set afloat on the ocean."
"Because of the fact that it lies so far down in the crater, the island
is called 'Sa,ba,' a name which itself means 'bottom.' It is a Dutch possession but the inhabitants all speak English, for their ancestors, a handful of British buccaneers and a few women captives were marooned on
the island, as the story goes, in 1665, when they mutinied against the
notorious pirate, .Sir Henry Morgan.
"The crater, half a mile in width, is neatly carpeted with green and
crowded with the neatest and whitest ,of neat white houses, which have
been precis.ely constrUicted from lumber brought from neighboring
islands and carried laboriously up the long, narrow flight of rock steps
and then down into the village.
'
.
"Besides the houses and barns of the inhabitants, there are on the
island two churches, a school house, and a jail. However, so far as I
know, there h:t,s ,been only one P!is,oner in the jail in the whole history of
th~ colony. S~ll!, the at~endance m the churches makes up for the unpopularity of the Jail for, with the exception of the ministers every.one on the
island attends the services of both the churches each silnday."
The captain paused long enough to re-light his pipe and then went
on: "The Saban men are wonde~ful sailors and are often ;_way from home
for mo1:1ths and even y~ar~, whlle the women and children stay at home
on the 1slan~ all of tht;ir hves. The men are also accomplished carpenters
and boat b:iillders. Their boats are made in the village and then let down
over the chff by means of a rop.e and pulley. As another proof of his skill
as a carpenter, acco:rding to a village tradition, each householder makes
.by
handwhole
a coffin,
~h1ch he keeps well polished, being assisted in this task
by the
famlly,
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"Since there are no forests on the isla!1d, and th~ soil _is too shall~w
to grow all but a few plants, all the supplies of 1he mh~b~fnttfu;~ta~
.brought in fr-om neighboring islands. A few har Y vege a t~s 1
h is
toes onions and cabbage are grown, however, and some co on ~ IC
man'ufactur~d by the people into stockings arl;d gioves. For. their wa~er
supply, the peop~~ depend upon rain-water which 1s caught m large cisterns and stored.
.
• l d ? ,,
The captain paused. "What kind of people live on the 1s an . we
asked. "They are highly intelligent people, happy an~ contentebd a;d
eas to live with," he replied. "Everyone on t~e 1sla~d 1s known_ Y Is
Chiistian name, since the only surname on the IS!and 1s t_hat of Su~onds.
How that happened nobody seems to know. Still, des·pJte centun~ of
intermarriage, the Simonds are strong and healthy. and. show no signs
of degeneracy. They have light hair and are very fa1r-skmned, probably
because the high wall of their crater protects them fr?m ~he sun.
"They will probably continue to live. for. cent1;1ries Just as they are
ow. Their life is the simplest and happiest imagmable. ':['hey have few
faws no parties or politicians, and they need no charity or welfare
orga~izations. With plenty of :food_ and ,~omfortable homes, they are content to let the rest of the world sail by.
The captain stopped abruptly, pulled his pipe out o! his moutJ:i and,
knocking out the ashes, put it back into t~e pocket of his coat, ~h1le we
all turned back for one last look at -our island called .Saba, which was
now only a nutshell floating on the dark green sea.

h.

''The Question"
(Translation from the Dutch of Ten Kate)
Ask not if I learned from men
Thus to love, dear. w.atch how yearning,
When dark night in flight is turning,
'Glorious sun, even heaven spurning,
Flaming eyes the earth again.
Ask the wavelets how it chances
That they blush a purple bright
Every time the evening light
Greeting sinks and them entrances.

-----;.;;------
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In Quest of An Idiom

I

N THE last decade or so the American people have been said to ~ave
developed some national characteristics in their arts. Our architeclture and our music have been of special interest ,because they have
been the most original of our achievements. Our musical idi-om called
jazz has struck an entirely new note in the world of music. •~O new and
,so brilliant it has actually been heard around the world. It IS the first
expression ,of a spontaneous musical art in America. Macdowell an_d
Dvorak both tried to give us a basis for a musical art. Macdowell based It
on Indian folk music while Dvorak based it on Negro spirituals. They
wrote fine music; Macdowell his Indian suites and Dvorak his symphony
from the New World. They did not, however, write American music.
Dvorak was a European and Macdowell had virtually become so by education, so their music was merely the European interpretation of Indian
folksongs and Negro spirituals. Jazz is the first real American music,
the creation and possession of Americans. It is a new idiom springing
from the hearts of the people. 1Some attribute its origin to the Negro element in the country and say that it is the product of these people. Perhaps the first creative impulse did come from the Negi,o race but it has
been the great body ,of musicians in the country that has made jazz what
it is today. Negro music was merely a convenient starting point and not
as important as a superficial examination might lead one to suppose.
Jazz is the collective result of creative activity among musicians all
over the country. Whenever a jaz,z pianist embellishes a number with new
jazz "breaks" h,e is acting as a factor in the development of jazz. Just as
the folk balliids, which were the cradle of ·great poetry, were the result of
community effort, so is jazz. This origin gives it a peculiarly national
stamp and makes it definitely the product of the nation.
Any artistic outburst such as jazz is invariably virile and wellfounded. Jazz is based on the dance, the f-oundati.on of all important instrumental music. The symphonies of Beethoven and Brahms are nothing
more nor less than idealization of the dance form. To be sure, they are
dances of the soul rather than of the feet, but they are dances.
As a musical idiom, jazz is one -of the most ,brilliant and potential
the world has ever known. It is the quintessence of motion. What is more
expressive ,of the Ame:cican people than motion? Jazz is our first distinctly national music and something that only American composers have
been able to write. Critics are generally agreed that the attempts at jazz
made by European composers are not jazz but impressionistic, European
"take-offs" -on it. It is only the Polish that write great Mazurkas and
Polonaises and it is ·only the Americans that can write real jaz,z.
With all of its fine potentialities, however, jazz is not at the present
time great music. It is sadly lacking in aesthetic quality and satisfies the
musical appetite -of the feet only; the head and the heart are ignored.
Jazz is almost intolerably illiterate. Harmonic and melodic ideas
(often of exceptional beauty) are not developed beyond the most rudimentary stage. A composition in jazz ends at the same place, aesthetically,
that it -began.
At times we are inclined to feel that jazz composers do not favor the
exercise of taste in their compositions. They seem to be c,oncerned merely
with employing as many and as incongruous "breaks" as they possibly
can. And even though they use fine materials and a strong basic motion
they do produce some monstrosities. Their attitude is that of children
with toys rather than that of men with tools. They write for the .most
part nothing but novelties.
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)!'or real individual originality of conception and development the
jazz writers are frightfully lacking. In less than twenty thin volumes of
music for one instrument, the piano, Frederick Chopin has demonstrated
more real originality than all the jazz composers of the twentieth century
in the bales of music they have pr,oduced.
Some few composers have attempted to use the jaizz idiom in a more
serious and advanced style and at times have succeeded fairly well in
doing so. On the other hand they tend to get lost occasionally in a jungle
of jazz embellishments. The better compositi-ons in this group are encouraging, however, and have received some well-merited attention. Perhaps the most famous of these is George Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue
which certainly compares favorably with the Hungarian Rhapsodies of
Franz Listz. By carefully listening to this composition and others in its
class, one can see that it is extremely difficult to write jazz and at the
•same time express the composer's own personality. The idiom of itself is
too tb-rilliant and somewhat stereotyped. For this reason it will be necessary for jazz to underg·o considerable modification before it assumes its
place in the world of music. It will, however, always retain its peculiar
rhythm and harmonic structure.
It is time now that we can and should demand that jazz amount to
something more than music for the feet only. The composers have one of
the most virile, unhackneyed, and interesting idioms the world has, ever
known and by handling it as men rather than as children they could raise
it to great heights. Jazz is capable of almost unlimited development and
the public can expect it to improve. We cannot bring about improvement
by declaring what is good or what is bad. We must :merely listen to the
music that is played, demanding that it give some aesthetic enjoyment
aside from that derived from tapping the feet.
Jazz is here and here to stay. We could not get rid of it even if some
of us would like to. Before long we shall undoubtedly have some great
compositions by American composers. They will :be either distinctly jazz
•or at the least strongly colored by it. The composers have lititle choice.
They can either try to resurrect some worn out style such as romanticism,
or write in the only idiom aside from jazz that is not essentially weak or
worn-out, classicism, or they can help in the building up of our new idiom,
jazz. It seems that virile composers will not be interested in any of these
paths quite as much as in jazz.
It will probably lbe quite some time before we have any valuable jazz
operas or symphonies. Attempts at these two forms have already been
made, but the results have been either something other than jazz, decidedly inferior music, or both. The jazz opera will not come by a leap. It will
be the result of an evolution from the talking picture and the musical comedy. And we sincerely hope that in the process it does not acquire the
weighty floresence and prima donnas that are aU too common in grand
opera today.
J aizz will undoubtedly be more interesting in the symphonic than in
the operatic dress as it is essentially an instrumental idiom. Its most
important contribution, technically, to the symphony will •be greater
1·hythmic virility. The one element that is usually lacking in symphony
orchestra performances is rhythm. Onl;Y the most skillful of musicians
can impart any semblance of a virile rhythmic quality to the present day
symphony with its lack of -prominent percussion instruments and the
stress on melody and orchestral color. Jazz has ,given the orchestra
rhythm, and it bids fair to contribute a positive virtue to symphonic
music.

Good Morning

T

HE DOOR slammed. Harriet stood '11 in the middle of the room.
She walked determinedly to a chair, picked up the dirty collar hanging over the back, looked at the collar a moment and threw it across
the room. She stood still again, staring at the collar and then walked to
it, picked it up and began straig,htening the room. She picked up the
papers and looked at the headlines. More men and nurses were needed.
"Why not?" She had seen Jack for the last time. T,here had been a
silly quarrel over a little annoyance. Jack had not answered her bright
"good morning." What was there to stop her, Hastily she gathered a few
clothes and soon the door slammed for the second time that morning.

* * *
The sun had just risen. The world seemed unnaturally quiet after the
confusion of the night before. The canvas flapped playfully in the breeize.
Soon the wounded would be carried in, and the bustle and hurry of the
busy hospital would return. Harriet ibreathed the freshness of the morning a little longer and then turned to care for her patients. At the same
time the stretcher-bearers, with their burdens, began to arrive. Harriet
walked steadily forward to meet them. Did she falter for an instant? She
stopped at the first stretcher. The man turned his ,head to look at her.
Contentment filled his eyes. He said tenderly, "Good morning, Harriet."

Nocturne
The nighthawk flies with doleful cries,
Above in the darkening air,
While a dying breeze at last decrees
Dusk in his lonely lair.
But still he wheels and wildly peals
'l\hose notes of queer delight,
And ever grim comes down from him
A token of the night.

The air is sweet with lilacs;
This you left
And took my heart.
Can I forget? . . .
Your fragrance lingers yet.

You Sly Old Moon

Passing

j

The snow faUs now in a brooding hush,
Is gathered fa lumps on the hazel .bush,
Falls on the marsh with a quiet hiss
And is welcomed there with an icy kiss;
Through the whitened air 'gainst the cold gray sky
An owl glides quietly and hurries by
On noiseless wings, nor distur,bs the calm
That falls with the snow and Winter's balm
Of deadened sense to the harsh embrace
That ·sings .of frost and its trysting place
With the season's whim.
And yet I can see,
In the train of time that passes me,
That when fruition's glorious day
Has passed in the unreturning way,
When the harvest of years is gathered in
And the yield is stored in the soul of him
Who has reached the time of slackened pace
And the turning of eyes in a meager face
To the darkening skies, and looking through,
His spirit's eyes, that ever true
Have guided along the accomplished wav
Through trying night and heavenly day •
Piled each on each, can see and know,
Here on this time-cursed vale below,
That bey,ond the Winter and all remorse
Things are ordered and take their course There's a promise as sure as the sunny Spring
That leaps from the bosom of Winter to bring
Its solace, and with quivering newness yields
The flowers I long to welcome and fields
. That invite the snow..fulind, weary eyes
To realms -of freshness and soft surprise S'o with the j,:mrney's end that's found
When the soul draws near the higher .ground•
The dulling veil of vain desire
'
Is drawn aside and the passion's fire
That dimmed the sight, to the raging pyre
Has been consigned, there to expire
The eyes of faith loO'k outward far '
To a vast domain, remote as a star
And such a hush as girds the way;
Of the slumbering wood on Winter days
Attends the passing to regions above
'
Of the precious soul and its portion .of love.

You sly old moon,
How did you know
My love was passing by?
You veiled your face
To hide your blush,
Must I now veil my eye!
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Living Music
HE COMBOSER reproduces impressions of his soul in music. He
carefully molds his theme into the m:ost fitting and :proper ~orm _of
expression. He casts and recasts, pohshes and re-polishes this child
of his soul, and then he presents it to the world. 1:Jut .m:nsic !->n paper ~s
useless. It is worth but the value of the paper on which 1t 1s wr1tt~n. Music
that is vital, music that is inspiring, must be interpreted music. Songs
must .be sung. 1Symphonfo arrangements must be played by artists. Then
we hav•e life in music. Yet music itself is elusive.
We seek to analyze it. It turns cold in our defiling grasp. Have you
ever tried to keep a wild song-bird in a cage? The ,bird's song ends. Life
itself departs. ;So it is with music. A great composition cannot ,be placed
upon a merchant's scale and sold according to weight or quantity. Music
is the revelation ,of a man's s,oul and as such cannot be measured in dollars and cents. When music is the result of inspired creation it is the personal property of its creator. If the melody finds response in our own
beings then we can make it our own. If the work does not meet with our
appvoval or satisfy our desires, we are at liberty to put it to one side.
But our liking for certain things is sometimes the result of a gradual
growth. •Constant repetition and careful study often open up new channels
of alluring charm. Then it is that we live in the spirit of the composer
and so enter into the communion of those who seek for the better things.
Music is an enchantress. 1She transports us to dwellings of the muses
and enticing maidens, as Tannhauser was lured by the forest nymphs and
tempted of the goddess Venus. The strains of folk-song take us to the
fireside of a peasant's hut and we share with him his moment of peace and
happiness. As great winds stir the ocean deep so music moves the human
soul. We listen to the Valse Triste of Sibelius, and feel the infinite melancholy of the great and the long hard winters of the north. Our tired minds
/find relief as they are wafted away on wings of inspil'led melody, Tosti's
songs of love sing a universal s-ong, carrying the thoughts
all wh,o
listen. From the lofty heights of beauty and love, music may carry us to
the abode of the terrors of human strife. Tchaikowsky's 1812 Overture
or the Marche Slav depict stirring sights of marching battalions, the
s,ounds of dying men, and the triumphal return .of the victors. Now we
are far removed from such terrifying scenes. Smiles light our faces as we
listen to Victor Herbert's fantastic and wholesome delicacies as expressed
in Naughty Marietta. Paul Ducas leads us into a !tale of rich bewitchery
as The Sorcerer's Apprentice seeks to emulate his master's feats. And
thus we move from spher,e to sphere, enjoying and partaking of the
many treasurers open to us.
Music is part ,of our rich inheritance. Feed your souls on the fruits of
inspired men's labors. Listen to the artist of today and re-live with him
the joys, the s•orrow:s, the pains, the lov,es, and the triumphs of which he
sings.

Little Mother

T

1
Here, my mother,
"Pretty Head,"
Is a rose
A deep dark red.
You are white.

3

Gentle mother,
May I ask
Why your face
Is like a mask,
Still and white?
4
Little mother,
Have you heard
The new song
Of thii mocking bird?
Why so white?
5
,See, my mother,
The blue sky
Where the birds
Fly silent ,by.
Oh, you're white!

of

In Vain
Splash, rain, splash
Hard on the cold, cold ground.
Cleave, lightning, ,cleave
.Swiftly the night profound.
Roll, thunder, roll
Far through the dark. In vain
You cannot half express
My heart's great pain.
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6
Dearest mother,
Can't you hear,
Don't you see
That I am near?
You're so white.
7
Oh! my mother,
You are dead
Lying there
Upon your ,bed,
Cold and white!
8
Mother! mother!
Lift your head
Rise again
From your bed,
White, all white.

2

Look, dear mother,
At the cloud.
It would make
A ghostly shroud,
Soft and white.

9

Gently falling
Comes the snow
All is still
The clouds are low,
Cold and white.

10
Weeping, weeping,
Soft I tread
On the snow
By mother's bed,
Cold and white.

Memorial
HUGE fantastically shaped form seemed about to engulf me as I
walked. I pulled open a heavy <foor and sto?d in dark. silence a_s it
clicked shut behind me. I heard the harmomous rumblmg, rusthng,
and singing of the scarcely subdued life -of a lone, deeply shaded cemetery.
I felt lonesome in the gloom. But I was not alone. Not very fat: away a
will-o'-the-wis·p lighted a ryhthmically moving human form. Famtly the
light reflected on the rows of dark markers before me. The moon cast a
glimmer through vines, fl,owers, and lofty pine branches. Among t!1,em
appeared the radiant faces ,of Moses, Paul, and other departed ·samts.
They seemed on the verge of speaking sublime words. Paul's b!ue robe
seemed to flutter in the whispering breezes as he looked bemgnantly
toward me. His presence made the place hallowed. Suddenly I shivered.
I swayed. An irresistible, crashing roar re-echoed out among the broadtrunked trees. "Is it the end?" quavered I. The musical voice of Mr. Snow
called "Is that all right?" Truly, I was not in a memorial to the dead
only, but also to the living. I was in Hape Me.:::norial Chapel.

A
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On The Hillside
T WA1S a hot, quiet afternoon in July. W(e were lying flat on our backs
in the tall, dry meadow-grass at the top of a hill, our hands clasped
,back of our heads, our eyes half shut, as we stared up at the warm
blue sky. Near us lay our dog, stretched out at full length, one eye closed,
his nose twitching whenever a fly ventured too close. It was as still as
could be, and yet the air was filled with summer sounds. They were little
noises like the droning of bees or the buzzing -of flies that circled ai,ound
us and finally settled on our bare legs because we were too lazy to brush
them off. We did not talk. We were too contented to move. Far -off in the
distance a train whistled faintly. A second and a third time w,e heard it,
each time a little louder. We raised ourselves on our elbows and shading
our eyes with our hands watched it far down in the valley as it glided
swiftly along. Just as it slid into the ,opening -of the woods it let out one
long minor shriek which seemed to hang in the air on the heat waves. In
an instant "Spot" was ·on his feet and racing down the hillside. We looked
after him disgustedly for a moment and then without a word we settled
back into the grass to resume our dreaming.

I

Coffee Pots vs. Frying Pan

T

HE CAMPFIRE had died down until now it was only a bed of bright
red coals that :flickered in the evening breeze. Beside the breeze and
the laipping of water on th,e beach, the only sounds to be heard were
those of the coffee boiling in the battered tin coffee pot and of the fish
sizzling in the frying pan. They were both happy, comfortable sounds
and yet they were distinctly ,diffierent. The coffee pot hummed and bll'bbled along so serenely that when an especially violent bubble disturbed
its legato song, making the pot rock on its uneven stone, it only see~ed
to be shaking with laughter. But the frying pan was different. It sputtered and spat its sharp little needles of grease in all directions. Then
as. though it were _ashamed -of the disturb~nce it had been creating, it
quieted down and sizzled softly .for a few mmutie's, only to •explode again
with a sudden "pop!" and another series of sputterings.

Windows
WINDOW is only a practical thing. It is hot in the summer and
cold in the winter. It may or may not be o•pen, as one chooses. But
what can one say about a window anyway? It is merely glass a
heterogeneous conglomeration of silicates. Yet when one writes in co'mposition class, it becomes ice that does not melt in the summertime.
Through _the window we see, the Memorial Chapel. The grey ribs of
rock, rese~bh~g a carve_d balustradle, support a tiled roof. Beyond the
i:oof,. a maJes~1c tow:er Nses. At each corner a symmetrical grey shaft
hfts itself. It 1s a quiet dream, a reverie in stone.
_I~ is spring. The wingow is open. Soft air :fl,oats in, carrying with it
fam1har campus sounds. A couple passes, laughing at little: nothings. A
topless Ford at _the curb starts, coughs, and goes out. Again the motor
starts and then its regular chug recedes down the avenue. The chimes in
the ChaI?el ring out. _Four. slow cho_rds, then nine ponderous strokes.
In ten _mmutes the perrnd will end. Trigonometry next period. Come back
to reality.
The ".-7ind~w is down. A soft stream of droplets trickles down the
pane. Th:ey ahght, ~hey splas~ apart, and then collect in another dwp.
T~ey . swim down tne pane hke transparent polywogs, squirming and
wig,glmg.. Maybe the creek back at home will overflow its banks. The
suckers will come up. Guess I'll sharpen my spear.

A

Oh, I will smile at the parting.
Why should I weep when you go ?
For there will ,be end to the heartache
When I lie under the snow.

The River Vlae
The nymphs had danced, and the swinging moon
Had witnessed and was glad;
They waited 'round to take their turns
And skipped on the lily pad.
They sang to the night in its starry calm,
And their song, outreaching wide,
Returned to them when the sun came up,
And told the nymphs to hide.

12

The grasses twine confusedly;
Reluctant water plies
A lazy way beyond the ibend
Where the vagrant lily lies.
A crane ascends and stretches out
Over the hazel bush;
A bittern calls and breaks the thrall
Of the marsh's late-hung •hush.

13
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"The Time of Man"
Ahab on "Moby Dick"
0, blow you biting, Northern gale,
And sting you sweeping, piercing rain.
But yet, I'll harpoon the blubbering whale
That gave me this peg-leg and this pain.
I hurl a challenge to you, Moby Dick,
You ugly, white-washed devil.
I'll stick with you through thin and thick,
And I'll avenge your cursed evil.
Little my worth, since the day we met.
I'm hardly a man, says Starbuck;
But I vow, by Heaven, I'll meet you yet,
And swear you'll have ill luck.
Wife and son mean nothing now.
How can they love me as they did
When I used to fish fr,om my little scow
To return each night to my cottage bed?

0, those were the happy days for me,
But now I'm a glutton for fortune and fame.
They call me "The Fearless Fool of the Sea,"
And often I wish I had been more tame.
Yet, wait till I see that monstrous nose,
And that flash of water against the skies.
By heaven, I'll follow wherever he goes,
And either I, or Moby Dick dies.

The Carver in Stone
I passed a young carver in stone.
"What is this that you make?" I said.
He answered me not, but in his eyes
I saw a soul that was dead.
Years went ,by until again
I passed this carver in stone.
His hands were rough and his back was bent,
But, oh, his eyes, how they shone!
I stopped by him again and asked,
"What has happened, and when?"
But all he did was show to me
A statue to sorrowing men.
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"THE

By Elizabeth Madox R,oberts

TIME OF MAN" is not a new book in the accepted sense of the
word, but it belongs in the category of those works which never
grow old. It is epic in its scope and in its treatment of elemental
emotions. In reading this delightful novel, one experiences the sensation
of having made a thrilling discovery-a discovery of something noble,
something appealing and supremely beautiful. We listen to a human
being's passionate longings for experience; we see the enlargin,g and
endbling of her soul as experieince. comes; we sense the misty dream of
the might-have-been, and we understand. Ellen Chesser is no paradoxical
contortion of character to leave us in a muddle of reconditeness. Her life
and spirit form a transparent crystal in which we, looking, see ourselves.
An inexpressible sadness charges the life of this woman, who is doomed
to be forever moving. She seems a mere flower, "born to ·blush unseen,
and waste its sweetness on the desert air," yet we ultimately realize that
she has not lived in vain. Her ambitions, her hopes, her dimly felt longings live on in her children. Each child is characterized by one of those
qualities which were so subtly blended in its mother.
"The Time of Man" is a book that charms, uplifts, and remains with
its reader forever, a delightful memory.

"The Scarlet Letter"

T

HE STORY of "The Scarlet Letter" is primarily that of the response
which three people made to great suffering. Hester Prynne, Arthur
Dimmesdale, and Roger Chillingworth were severely tried. Their
trials constitute the theme. In my opinion, Dimmesdale lacked a certain
moral courage. He had known a great love. Nevertheless, he permitted
Hester to suffer aione. By this I <lo not mean that he should have acknowledged his guiit, for if he had done that he would only have destroyed
himself without helping Hester. But he should have consoled, in some
way, the mother of his child. Roger Chillingworth, in pursuing his revenge, shrivelled his soul. He who had been a tolerably go•od man becaml;l
evil.
But Hester Prynne faced her shame with head high and with patient
fortitude. The letter that had stood for "adultery" came to stand for
"able" and "angel." Her character was strong and noble. She lifted herself above the most trying humiliation and degradation. It is in her life
that the lesson of the book lies.

--4These tolling bells will sometime cease to ring;
These rolling swells will sometime fail to bring
Condoling, mellow rimes on pleasing wing.

Evening
The shadows vie with pools -of light,
They run and overleap,
To fall across the water pools,
Where they rest and go to sleep.
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Lament
One moonbeam streams
Upon her brow ....
One silver shiver
There.
She lies as marble cold,
Immovable.
Once a warm sun
1S,hone from her face.
A loving quiver
Fair
Clung to those lips
Too lovable.
My heart, though warm
When she was here,
Is cold as marble
Bare
Under this moon, to none
Attainable.

Interlude
When gray rain falls and gray light softens all,
T.he hush and searching calmness cling to earth;
No frolic light with playing glance or shaft
May mar the tenderness enwrapped in buds
Or loose from reverent peace and soothing thought
A quiet fervent heart. No subtle balm
Can fall upon the deadened fields of earth,
For as a misty ministry they run
Like tears shed late for Winter's harsh embrace.
They gleam with riant glances from the boughs
To render now in dusk of fitful skies,
A satin touch on barren limbs of death,
To lure them into beauty and surcease
From mourning, while the birds return to nest.
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Footsteps
ARY lay on her bed and listened to the footsteps of the man who
roomed on the floor above. Back and forth, back and forth, he
walked with the slow swinging tread of a man in d,eep thought.
Each night for nearly three months Mary had listened to him pace the
floor. For always about the time she was ready to go to bed, a chair would
scrape and the walking would commence. At first it had annoyed n,er.
Once, she had even considered complaining to the landlady, but after the
!first week, much to her surprise, they ceased to disturb ~- Indeed she
began to like them.
The man had moved in -on the first of February and now it was the
lfirst day of spring. Meanwhile, the :footsteps had assumed a personality
in Mary's mind, for as she listened to them her fancy built the man who
made them. And this man was a woman's ideal. He was. tall, at least tall
enough so that Mary's head would just reach his mouth. He was slenderly
built and his high forehead ran back into his thick brown hair. His eyes
were blue, and his mouth was always -on the verge of slipping into a smile.
Of course it was foolish to imagine a man ,behind the footsteps, for in
reality thie roomer was probably a fat little business man. Someday,
perhaps, Mary would meet him coming up the stairs, but until then she
could dream about him. Soon the footsteps stopped and Mary, who was
tired, turned on her side and went to sleep.
She woke up with the feeling that she had .heard a crash and yet
everything was quiet. Sunlight made a warm path across her bed-covers.
She was thinking, "What a beautiful Sunday it will be," when someone
laughed softly outside her door. As she raised herself on her elbows and
looked at her small alarm clock, which read half-past nine, someone
knocked. "Who is it?" she ca.lied.
"The man who lives upstairs. I stumbled over your milk bottle and
broke it."
Confused pictures of milk, broken glass, and a tall young man went
through Mary's mind. "You did what?"
"I spilt your milk all over the hall. I didn't see the· bottle, in the dark.
I'm sorry, but I'll get you another quart right away. And be careful if you
step out into the hall in your bare feet."
"Oh don't ,bother getting another quart. I can manage without it
very easily."
"Weren't you .going to use it for breakfast?"
"Yes, but I can always eat toast."
The man laughed. "You can east toast some other morning. This
morning I'll get you a new bottle of milk." He paus•ed. "If I buy two bottles, may I eat breakfast with you?"
Mary caught her breath. "I haven't. much to offer you."
"I don't need much and I'll -buy anything that you want."
"I have a waffle iron so I could make you waffles. But you will have
to buy milk."
He seemed to· hesitate a moment before saying: "Do you really mean
it? Do y-ou want me to come?"
"Surely, I mean it, but you had better hurry if you want to eat
before noon." He did not answer but she heard him go down the stairs.
Mary dressed quickly and made her bed. Her room was always neat,
but before going out into· the hall to clean up the ,broken glass and milk,
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she stood for a moment and surveyed her little domain. A stranger
susceptible to impressions might have said of her room: "Pretty and
feminine."
Mary brought a card table from the closet and when she had put on
a clean linen cover decorated with blue Dutch figures, and arranged her
silver it looked pleasant and homelike. <She was putting coffee in the pot
when' she heard a knock and a cheerful voice say, "Did I come back too
soon? It doesn't take long to get two bottles of milk."
"Everything is ready," she said, and opened the door. When the man
walked in, Mary's first thought was that he was not tall. Her face must
have reflected her disappointment, for he looked at her bewilderedly and
said, "What's the matter?"
"Oh you're so differ.en,t fr.om what I thought you would be. You see,
I've listened to you walk across your room at night and-well-I had a
clear picture of you."
He laughed genuinely. "The great disillusionment. Well, here I am."
And he turned around for her inspection. Mary saw that he was of
medium height and that his hair was coal black .and wavy. At the first
impression she thought he looked like an artist, but later she changed
her mind and after that was never able to assign him to any definite type,
for he was different from every person she had ever known.
When he thought Mary had inspected him long enough, he placed his
purchases on the card table, and turning t.o her said, "My name is JimJames Addison-and the landlady has told me that yours is Mary Roberts. We both have nice names, haven't we? Y.ou say that you have listened to my footsteps? But I have watched you leave the house every
morning, from my window, and that is why your milk bottle was turned
over." He paused and grinned. "I don't know what you'll think, ,but I am
going to confess. I tripped over your milk intentionally this morning.
It sounds like a story, doesn't it?" Again he paused and then hurried
on as if he wished to justify himself. "You s-ee, I saw how prietty you
were and I liked the way you carried your head. Y.ou don't mind, do you?"
Mary smiled and said with mock severity, "Please unscrew the to,p
of this can of syrup."
Jim seemed :rlelieved to have something to do, and after he had
opened the can, he sat down and waited for Mary to speak. But when she
did not say anything he asked, "Is there something I can do?" She shook
her head and began to mix the !batter for the waffles. Fr,om time to time
she would glance sideways at him, and then he noticed that she had long
lashes. Finally he got up, and stepping to the table, sniffed at the coffee.
Seieing this, Mary said, "You won't have to wait any longer. Everything is ready." Jim slid a chair under her and then drew his ,own up to
the opposite side ,of the table. As he smiled across at her, Mary noticed
that his whole face seemed to change in an instant and vieritably radiate
good feeling,
"Aren't you glad that I broke your milk bottle?"
Waiting to answer, Mary poured batter on the iron which sizzled
before the to13 came down. "Yes, it was thoughtful of you to b~ak my
milk bottle." They were both quiet for a moment and then Mary said,
"What is your work?"
"I live on the income from my father's estate. It's enough to permit
me to liv:e comfortably. I am studying to be a doctor, and just now I am
finishing my interneship in the Presbyterian hospital across the street.
I'll be ready to start practising by the first of July." He stopped and as
Mary seemed to ,be interested he continued, "I have an uncle in Great
Bend, up in the Adirondacks, who is about to retire and wants me to work
info his practice. Though I am prepared to do surgery, I would like to
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specialize in plain doctoring. I believ!e in the principle of thke. old ff~ily,
door-to-door doctor. And, as I don'•t have, to worry about ma mg a ivmg,
I can afford to be that. There is more o·pportunity to get close to your
patients if you meet them in their homes."
·
Mary swung open the iron, disclosing a crisp brown )Vaffle, which
she put on his plate, saying, "Why do you want to get close to your
patients?"
.
"This waffle certainly looks good." And Jim ~egan to b:!Jtter it
liberally. "You may think this is a queer notion of mme, bu~ I like p~ople. Perhaps I have inherited it from my f~th_er, for he ';as m love with
ev:ery,body. He taught me to believe that it is a doctor s duty to serve
his people. When I was a kid, he was still a ~ountry ~o!!tor, :ind many
times I have seen him get up on a bitter cold mght to. vis1t _patients. J?ad
could not help it. He liked to do it. And I caught the mfection from him.
It's in my blood. To tell you the truth, doctoring won't be work fo_r me. I
am anticipating being happy all my lif~." He 1>aused, and she waited for
him to go on. "I just like people. That 1s all."
Mary's serious blue eyes were watching him. And when ~e had
finished buttering the waffle and pouring syrup, he, looked up. Their eyes
met and held. Suddenly he grinned and she flushed just a little. "Don't
wait for me, or your waffle will get cold," she said.
Jim ,began to eat slowly, as if he were anxious to enjoy every mouthful, while his eyes seldom left Mary. If she had seen his eyes, sI;e WO:!Jl_d
surely have blushed, but she pretende~ to be totally engrossed m fixmg
her waffle and starting another, As Jim watched her, he observed that
her skin had a delicate healthy tint, that her head was perfectly moulded
and rested proudly upon a beautiful neck. There was a gent~el . charm
about her and she carried her head joyously. Her eyes were hqmd bl~e
and had a touch of sadness in them. And sadness in the eyes of a beautiful woman always arouses a man's interest.
"Why do you look at me so '1"
He smiled and said "I thfok, if you tried real, hard y,ou could guess.
Honestly, Mary, I can't help :it and I think you don't mind. May I have
another waffle?"
"When one is done, you may. Tell me some more about your _work.
You seem to be very enthusiastic about it. You can be surprised if you
wish but at first I thought you looked like a poet."
He held his hands up for her to look at. They were white, with long
slender fingers. "These hands might be a surgeon's ha'!ld~, _or perhaps a
violinist's. I would have Iiked to have been a gr~at VI?hmst <?r a poet.
But I will never be either, though I can play a little-Just a little-and
I have written vers·e. One poem was 9;bout you .. But thes~ '!tan~s can do a
better job doctoring well than by med10cre playmg or wntmg.
A wisp or smoke curled around the waffle iron. After Mary had hurriedly lifted the cover, she said, ''It isn't burnt much. Do you mind?"
"I like them browned like that." Mary cut -off one corner which was
burnt more than the rest. "Tell me about yourself, now that I have talked
so much," he said.
"There isn't much to tell. Both my father and mother are dead, and
I work in a little art shop. It is a very pr,etty place. On rainy days '!i'e
dust off the stock and on sunny days we sell to wealthy customers. I hke
the rainy days better, for W€ have some beautiful pieces . and I love to
handle them. And sometimes I hate to sell some of the thmgs to people
who can never appredate them."
,
.Jim never could remember how many waffles he ate that Sunday
morning. They talked about their childhood, and their work, their dreams,
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and their troubles. It was noon when Mary put the last dish away. And
then Jim asked her to take, a walk with him. This walk developed into a
visit to the Statue of Liberty, riding back and forth on the Staten Island
ferry, and a quiet, prolonged supper in a queer little restaurant. :Wh~n
Jim said g,ood-bye to Mary, he kiss,ed her s-oftly and left her tremblmg m
front of her door.
Mary lingered thoughtfully over each little act in preparing for bed.
And when the light was out, as she lay bene3:th h~r covers, she hea1;d
Jim's .firm footsteps on the floor a-bove. Now hstenmg to them, ~he did
not picture a tall slender man, but rather, she seemed to hear his footsteps say, "I just like people." And in the vague con~ciousness ?efore
complete sleep came, again and again she found her mmd re-echomg to
the swing of his footsteps, "I just love people."
Jim had completed his interneship in the spring. He and Mary,
married now, bought a little house in 'Great Bend. It was set back among
large maples and surrounded by flower gardens. ';l'he house b~ing turnished and ready by the first of July, they moved m, so that Jim ~1~ht
begin his work. Jim, with his uncle's help and his own evident abihty,
developed a moderate practive by fall. Meanwhile, Mary made many
friends and together they won the entire community's admiration and
affection. The minister's wife, in speaking to her husband about the
young couple, said, "They are as happy together as people in books. She
worships him with her serious eyes and it is almost idolatrous the way
he looks at her. I went over to ask her to help with the Ladies' Aid dinner. You remember that I told you that Mrs. Addison makes wonderful
angel food cake. And I found them out in the garden, the garden on the
left of the house where the pretty purple flags were this spring. W'ould
you believe it, Mary was reading Harper's Magazine, while he was digging around the flowers. Every once in a while he would comment on
something she read. They were so absor,bed in what they were doing that
they did not hear me come up. Have you asked Dr. Addison to teach the
young men's 1Sunday School class?"
For the next two years, life moved serenely for Jim and Mary. Jim
worked hard at his practice, and als,o after reading a great deal concerning a severe recurrence of typhoid fever in several of the southern states,
he spent a great deal of time experimenting with s·erums in the laboratory, which he had built as an addition to his garage. Mary proved to
be his good angel, for her sweetness and sympathy, coupled with her
keen, intuitive mind, made it possible for him to do remarkable work.
Jim was making himself famous as well as loved.
In the fall after their second anniversary, Jim noticed for the first
time that Mary's health was failing. Though cheerful and pleasant as
always she seemed to lacked vitality and grew tired quickly. However,
she never ,complained and it was only Jim's professional eye which
enabled him to detect the very slight change. Carefully and fearfully
he watched her. Her cheeks glowed with a healthy color. Or was it a
healthy color? Shortly after he had definitely come to question Mary's
health, he took her to the hospital, despite her laughing avowal, "There
is nothing the matter with me, Jimmy," and anxiously gave her a careful
examination. A nurse who happened to be with him as he inspected the
first results of some X-ray pictures, noticed that he suddenly grew pale,
and not knowing that the plates were of his wife, asked, "How did they
come out, doctor? And whose are they?" Jim silently pointed to several
spots revealed in the lungs and answered quietly, "They are, my wife's."
That night he told Mary that she had consumption. If he expected
her to show surprise or a-ct fearful, he was mistaken, for all she said was,
"Well, I have a good doctor, haven't I, Jim? And you won't be very
expensive." He laughed with her at that, but somehow he felt a fore-
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boding, and from now on, watched her very clos~ly. The clill?-at~ at Gr~at
Bend was considered almost ideal for consumptives, so their hfe varied
but little from what it had been. Jim regulated Mary's diet and he moved
her ,bed out on an -open porch.
Having turned over much of his practice to a new doctor, Ji!fl spe11,t
most ,of his time at home so that he could be near Mary. And m _ord~r
that she should not suspect his motive, he worked more often. m his
laboratory. The work on the serum progress·ed rapidly and sometimes ~e
became so enthused •over it that :for the moment he w~uld forg~t his
wife's illness. But he could not :forget for long, because Mar~, despite. all
that he could do, seemed to grow steadily worse. Often at mght, feeling
somehow that she was uncomfortable, he would ,go out upon the porch
where she slept, to make sure that she w_as well-covered. I~ seeme~ always
that at these times she was resting q_metly. And returnmg to his room,
which was next to the porch, he would walk back and forth from sheer
anxiety.
When winter came, he had an easy chair placed in his laboratory, so
that Mary could watch him work. At fir~t, she even helJ?ed him a~d "'.as
a real inspiration to him. But after a while she only sat m the chair with
her eyes closed. But he could work better with her there. One day she
said "Jim I like to listen to y-0u work. I can close my eyes and hear the
tinkhng of glass the pouring ,of liquid, and you as you movfe about. I
don't have to se; you to know wha.t you are _doing. ~ seem to feel what
tyou are doing. You are, almost part of me, J1m. I thmk I told y~u once
how I listened to your footsteps when you walked !back and forth m your
room ibefore I knew you, and. how I ima.gi.0:ed what you might be like.
You were such a foolish person a·s I fancied you. But after I had met you,
it was s-o different. Now I know what you are like, and your footsteps
mean a thousand times more to me, because they mean you. Through
them I know how you feel. When I listen to them, they speak to me of
your love for people, your gentleness, your love for me, too, Jim. I'm not
asleep when you come -out on the 1>orch, I don't want you to worry,
though, and when you go back to our room and pa-ce back and forth, I
hear your footsteps. And they mea.n so much to me then. They seem to
sooth the little pains I have and make things e;asier because I know you
love me." I'm going to get well for you, Jim." Mary .gave a nervous little
gasp and there were tears in her eyes. Jim bent -over her tenderly, and
putting his arm about her, kissed her. And though he managed to laugh,
his eyes were filled with fear.
It had been in early October that Jim had taken Mary to the hospital, and it was late in March that he made his first great discovery in his
laboratory. He was jubilant and Mary was radiant with pride. But Jim's
joy in his success was short lived, :for now he realized that Mary's condition was very serious. Everything that money, knowledge, and influence
could do, he did, and more; for if anything could have made Mary well,
his kindness and thoughtful love would have done so. Mary laughed at
his fears, which at times lie could not conceal, -but her eyes haunted Jim.
When spring came, Jim and M.ary worked in the flower beds together,
or rather, Mary was with Jim while he worked, for she was very weak
now. He tried to amuse her and sometjmes Mary would reward him with
a gay little laugh as of old. But he felt that she knew that he was forcing
his humor.
For awhile, under his constant care, she seemed to get ,better, but
her ·eyes did not change. Jim tried to forget her eyes, and almost convinced himself that she was getting well. But this change was for only
a short time and ,preceded a definite- relapse. Mary took to her lb-ed the
:first of August and though she tried to reassure Jim ,by saying, "I'll
feel s-o much ibetter tomorrow. I'm tired now, but after a rest, I'll be all
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right," he knew •better and turned his face so that she might not see the
despair written there. Mary steadily sank, and Jim, as he watched her day
after day, finally bowed his head in submission.
At last one day Mary motioned to him to come close, and as he
stooped over her, she whispered, "There is no use pretending anymore.
I'm going to die, Jimmy." He smiled painfully at her and fell to his knees
at the ,bedside, with his head buried in the c•overs. "Ah, Jim, I'll always
be near you somehow, and we will have each other for a tittle while
longer. We've been so happy together. Haven't we, Jim?"
From that time on Jim kept himself under rigid control. He often
read to Mary, and together, as he sat at her ,bedside, they watched the
colors of autumn come. They pretended that everything was like it had
always been. Once Mary even spoke of the flowers they would plant in
the plot by the little fountain the next year, forgetting that this was their
last autumn. Jim, in a bold effort to entertain her, wrote some light doggerel, or claimed he did, ,but Mary knew that he had written it long before.
He tried to be gay. And he was with her constantly as if anxious to grasp
and treasure each tiny moment. H'e was a man looking at the blue sky
for the last time.
It was in October that Jim received a telegram. Mary was very weak
now. The days that they could be together were few. A dread swept over
Mary when she saw Jim grow pale as he read. "May I see it, Jimmy?" He
handed it to her mutely and neariy staggered out -of th;e room. Mary's
hand trembled as she unfolded the yellow paper. It was a simple message, but the autumn lost its color for Mary as she read-There were
many cases of typhoid fever in Charleston, ,South Carolina. Dr. Addison
was known to have a serum which might save life. Would he come?
Mary turned and buried her face in the soft pillow. "Would h;e go!"
Jim wanted air. A great weight seemed to be crushing his lungs. He
wanted to run, he wanted to ,cry out, to curse, to do something, but he
could do nothing. He pressed his hands on the sides of his head and tried
to think clearly, but half-formed thoughts seemed to leap through his
mind. He thought of doctors, he thought of dying people, of his serum,
and finally he thought of Mary whom, above all the world, he loved. And
then he became strangely calm. If he went, it would, at the least, mean
weeks, and Mary could not live, at the most, more than a few days. If he
went, he would have to leave at once, leave Mary .alone. And then he
thought of Mary as h:e had seen her first. And the sweat stood out on his
forehead. He pictured her as he had seen her a hundred times, with her
hair a million strands of gold, falling over her shoulders and breast,
framing her face. He loved her. He loved her. Jim did not know how
long he lay there, but finally he got up. His face had a peculiar light on
it as he went upstairs, like a man in a trance, and packed his suitcase. He
must make the late afternoon train. And then he opened Mary's door.
Mary had propped herself up with her pillows and let her hair fall
down about her. "Do you have everything ready? Remember to take a lot
of shirts." ,She smiled at him and it was a triumphant smile.
"Y.ou knew I would go, then?"
She smiled again. "We haven't much time, Jimmy. Pease come here."
And he came and held her in his arms. They did not say anything-theirs
was a deeper communion than words.
"Y.ou must go now; those people need you."
He kissed her and he knew that he would never kiss her again. "I'm
goh:1-g ·because I love you, Mary, because I love you." Slowly he got to his
feet and with a smile he left.
Her face was radiant; a transcendent light shone through the depths
of pain in her eyes. And the firm tread of his footsteps, as he went
seemed to echo, "I'm ,going because I love you-I love you."
'

The First Girl
Cast: John Thaddeus, a Freshman
Albert Carter, Fraternity President
Kathleen Ward, a Freshman Girl
Scene: Steps of the Library of Podunkus College, Iowa
Time: Present
(Disclosed: John, standing on steps, in an absentminded attitude.
Enter: Carter.)
Carter (in a superior manner): "I .hope you haven't forgotten to
ask a girl to the society •banquet. You have to report on that tonight."
John: "I wish we'd never have any ·society banquets. I don't know
who or how to ask."
Carter: "Do you mean to say that you've never had a date with a
girl yet?"
John: "No! I've never had any and I don't care for any!"
•Carter: "Well, that's your business, not mine!" (Walks off.)
(J-ohn sits down on the steps, rests his head between his hands in a
sad, thoughtful fashion. ,Suddenly he ju~ps ,up an1 rushes in the opposite direction from Carter, towards the girls dormitory. He stops at the
door.)
John (to himself): "I'm going to ring all the ,bells and the first girl
that comes down I'll ask to go with me."
(Goes to bellboard and pushes all the buttons at once. He hears the
sound of doors being opened and the patter -of many feet. He gets scared
and runs out of the hall. Stopping near the door, he gathers courage and
re-enters to see the girls in a great confusion, asking one another who
rang the bells.)
1Girls (turning to John and shoutjng all together): "Hey! who rang
those ,bells ? "
John (in a low, shaky voice): "I."
·Girls: "W.hat did you do that Ce>r?"
John: "Because I want a girl to go with me to the society ,banquet."
iOne Girl (advancing): "Don't you know any better than this how
to as'k: a girl to your blessed banq_uet 7 This is not the time for asking.
You should know better than to come at this hour and disturb all the
dormitory. But you're only a freshman, after all. I wouldn't go with you
if you were the only boy in the world." (She wheels around and ascends
the stairs. All the rest follow her but one.)
Kathleen: "Do y,ou still want a girl to go with you, John?"
John: "Yes, I do."
,
Kathleen: "I hope you won't think that all the girls are the same.
That girl always is saucy."
John: "No, I couldn't think that all the girls are alike. Otherwise
I'd have, gone out when I heard that girl speak to me that way."
Kathleen: "Well, all the girls are in their rooms now, and I don't
think they'll ,come down again. Whom are you going to ask?"
John: "I-I-I'm going to ask you to go with me. Will you do it?"
K,athleen (after a brief hesitation): "All right, John. I'll go with
y,ou."
John (blushing): "Thank you so much, Kate. I knew all girls were
not the same." (He rushes ,out.)
Curtain
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PEGASUS' PONY

A Screech Owl
NE FINE evening in May a man with a shotgun strode through the
one-hundred-year-old apple orchard near my home. The ~un had
just disappeared in a colorful crimson that was reflected famtly by
two or three fleecy wis·ps of beauty d-own to where the hunter walk~d. He
seemed to be looking for something in the shady grove through which he
strode. A dark shadow floated ghost-like above, him. I saw .a red sword
of fl.ame. An angry roar followed ,by a soft thud rent the air. The. everalert bird-dog near me sensed sport near -by, and ran to share m the
booty. When I arrived, a small brown screech owl that looked v~ry _large
,because of his outstretched wings and puffed feathers, defended his rights,
though wounded, against the dog. The angry bird's loudly c!i.cking beak
and menacing talons warned the dog of a game ,fighter that, 1f necessary,
would pinch and claw even him. I watched t~e lar:ge, flashi:r:ig eyes foll?w
with precision every move, the dog made, while the protrudmg ears quivered at every anxious bark of the ??g. Naturally, _the_Ione, wou~ded o'Yl
was overpowered and killed. Its sp1r1t, however, still hves as a picture m
my mind of the twilight hunter's butchery.
When the man told me that he had then killed two such owls, I knew
that the last parent in a family of owls was dead. The brave owl that now
lay at my feet must have fed the hungry family alone since the death of
his mate two days ,before. Accordingly, the next morning early I walked
into the orchard with some bread and milk in my hand. I tried to imitate
the quivering call I had heard so often -one evening when. I was trying
to go to sleep. I heard a faint echo -of my call. I called ;aga!n. ,Repeate~ly
the anxious cry of young, hungry owls reached my ears. Fmally I espied
four light-grey, fuzzy faces peering from a knot hole in an old apple
tree that was intended for only one head. How sad that the parents of
this pretty quartet should have been killed by the twilight hunter!
Pity forced me to adopt the orphans. I fed them the ,bread and milk
with my fingers and •enjoyed watching them gulp it down. Later I removed
them to a more convenient abode and placed them in a comfortable nest.
Several times a day I ,brought them fresh or boiled meat, bread, worms,
grain, or mice. I succeeded in saving the life of only one out of the four.
I could not induce one to eat enough, and two fed my sister's pet kitten.
The other, however, has lived two years and may still be heard singing
its song of gratitude to me for saving its life.
Now that the hardest part ,of my task was finished, I was rewarded
wi:th the ,ownership of a strange pet. Though it was still young and a
much lighter brown than its parents, it was almost full grown. The mottled feathers, that gave an effect similar to a Plymouth Rock hen, were
small around the large brown eyes. A few protruded above the large ears,
but the rest lay softly and smoothly on the small body. The wing and tail
feathers were soft and fluffy enough around the edges to avoid all sounds
in flight. The alert, wise expression around the eyes and ears made a
striking contrast and enforcement to the terrible, expression of a slayer
around the hooked beak and talons. The latter were .black with wickedlooking, sharp nails, all four of which could be clenched together with
great force. Certainly my bird -of wisdom with his weapons made a ferocious fighter and a peculiar pet.
My •pet, however, was very interesting as well as strange. Each
evening when I went into the orchard with the customary mouse and gave
an owl -call, my pet came and .alighted on my finger to eat the morsel
almost whole, bones and all. Very seldom he ·stopped to pick it apart
between his three front toes. He never got sick from the habit, however.
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When his meal was over he flew to a nearby twig to look me over. While
he made personal remarks or talked confidentially in owl language, he
swung h~s inquisitive head in such wide circles to gaze at me, that it
seem~d hke he would lose hjs balance. I patiently answered all of his
qu~st1?ns concerning myself in a vague, evasive manner by means of my
quivermg falsetto call. When I answered, he gazed at me so intently I
thought his gaze should be turned away. It had become burdensome' to
me. When my flashlight shone in his eyes, the half-inch pupils
contracted suddenly to a very small round pupil. He followed me with his
gaze, so I began to walk slowly around him. He followed me with his
eyes and I watched him intently as I walked to detect any move he might
make. _When I stood directly behind his back he still gazed at me as before
but h~s feet had_ no~ moved. "My," thought I, "your neck is rubbery. I will
surprise you this time though." I walked farther. He still looked directly
at. me, three-quarters of the way around, and his feet had not moved yet!
His. neck ha4 no_t cracked n?r twisted off. I went around him again and
agam, watchm~ mtentl_y to discover the secret of his trick. I saw no quick,
false moves, his feet did not move on the twig, and his neck did not twist
off. ~ fou~d later that the whole secret of the trick lies in the fact that the
owI 1s qu_1cker than any human e~e. When one moves behind him the owl
swmgs his ,gaze from the other SJ.de. Thus my conceptions were modified
and my eyes were fooled.
Many times at night I have seen him catch pinch- and June bugs,
worms, !ind other harmful inse.cts that no other bird can catch during the
day. This fact proved to me his usefulness. When his large appetite was
sat!sfied he filled the air with a tremolo that far excels that of some
tramed sopranos. I conclude, therefore, that the screech owl is a necessary bird that should be protected.
Is i~ useless to ~ay how I mis.sed my pet w~en he suffei:ed neglect
and agam became wild. I realty liked my peculiar interestmg useful
bird. I can say with Ned Dearbom, "The uncanny ;ry of a scre'ech owl
once heard will never be forgotten."

Song
There's a subtle trend to loveliness,
A haze on the teeming heather,
A hymn of prafae in the choiring ,birds,
A psalm in the April weather.
Over the chant -0f the sparkling stream
The phoebe's p]acid note
Seems tender as a mac bud
As it leaves his war'bling throat.
Awake to Spring! and fair.er yet
Than all the Indies' gold
Will be appraised this overture,
This vision you now behold.

The Old Mill
The frolic wind is an elf today;
The placid pool .by the aged mill
Feels its kiss as it passes by,
.
Fr!>wns and puckers, and then lies still.
Wmdows yawn, and shadows lie
In a dim imagined dwelling place·
A door careens and seems to cry '
A protest from a lean old face.

PEGASUS' PONY

Courage Counts

0

N A COLD afternoon of early December she drifted unexpectedly into the employment office. Outside the wind blustered in
unsatisfied rage and tore mercilessly at the creaking eave-gutters,
already overloaded with long, gnarled icicles. It rattled at the storm windows and drove cloud.s, •of small, dry flakes along the streets at a flying
rate. It whirled her inside, red and breathless, as if she had fought a
,battle. Then, satisfied, it wilfully banged the door shut behind her and
rushed off again.
There she was, Lillian Thompson, as queenly and alive as she had
been at graduation three years before, when amid the crowding friends I
had hastily shaken her hand in farewell. How enchanting she had been
that evening! Her light ,blue dress had given to her eyes a soft violet tint
and to her hair a rich golden lustre that had made her appear altogether
too much the fairy for my fast-beating heart. That is why I had always
remembered that handshake.
And now, thr,ough strange coincidence, we had again been thrown
together. But the circumstances were different. Four weeks ago to a day
the newspapers had announced in bold headlines that she was no longer
the heiress of a supposedly rich merchant father, but left the daughter
of a widow, at once bereaved and poverty stricken. Lillian was away at
Wellesley, the newspapers had said, but she would soon be home. As for
me, I was but working for a year in this suitcase factory that I might
resume my medical studies at Chicago the next fall.
Therefore I watched her with a mingled feeling of curiosity and personal sympathy. Deftly she pulled off her gloves and shook the snow off
her coat before she turned to the employment agent. Shriveled and dried
as ever, he was.· perched on his high stool, watching her with not half as
friendly an ,expiression as that which welcomed his "Polack" girl friends.
With his head cocked to one side he pecked some remarks at her and
finally slid down. He .shuffled across the floor to consult with the superintendent. On his way back he stopped at my desk.
"Show that you!lg lady to the pasting-room, will you? She's to take
the place of that runt who got married last week."
I know I was ·excited when I confronted her, ·but I managed to bring
out a casual, "Hello, Lillian." And, exchanging commonplaces, we
climbed the two flights of stairs to the pasting-lJ:"oom. I felt relieved when
I saw the squat figul"e of the boss in the shop door, and I could entrust my
burden to him. From a distance I watched her pass into the vapor-filled
shop and disappear among the other women. _Nevertheless, I could hardly
think of her, pampm·ed as she had always ·been, as working among that
cr,owd of good, bad, and indifferent girls. It se·emed impossible.
But friendly interest soon ,overcame my imagination, and before a
week had passed, I stopped regularly on my daily round to speak to her.
In her light, gingham apron she looked remarkably wholesome and mischievous. Nor was her brow the less marble •or her arms less white
because of glue vapors that settled everywhere in dull, s•oft spots.
Y•es, she was getting along well. The girls were nice to her. A few
were a little hard to understand. She pitied them, especially those who
had never known anything but this. No, she could not receive any old
high school acquaintances eveni-pgs. Nor would she give reas.ons. With
long, even strokes she applied the liquid glu~ and patted the green silken
lining into place. She seemed to enjoy making the .bare, wooden -boxes look
warm and beautiful.
The New Year came, and January was nearly passed before anything
further developed. One afternoon when it was snowing heavily, I d·ecided
to take the risk. I waited fol' her at the gate. She came in company with
another girl.
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No one is so reverent as one alone
Where the woodland speaks and the hemlocks moan
In a soft and eerie way;
No one can know th~ spl:n.dor _of things
Until he has given his spmt wmgs
To mountains far away.

\

Only Five Minutes

Daughter or Land
R. NARDIN leaned against the door -of the bar;1, gazing at the
country around him. A patchwork of fields met his eyes. The land
rolled gently and the green, yellow, and brown grasses swayed
slightly as the warm wind caressed them. His eyes wandered to ~he eas~.
There lay the only plot of land in sight which did not b!=llong to him. This
land seemed more beautiful and fertile than any which he owned. He
could buy it. Even now he held an option on the land, _but the money
which would be used to pay for the tract had been set aside for the rest
of his daughter Jane's art course.
To gain this land had been the secret ambition of Nardin's life. Now
he had his chance. If he let the o.pportunity slip by his rival wo~ld purchase the li:;;.d and he would ,never have another chance to buy it. How
he longed to hold the deed in his hands! But there was Jane. Hadn't he
given up enough for her?
Just then Jane came around the corner of the barn. ,She looked lo".ely
in her work dress. She had worked willingly on the farm all vacation.
N ardin turned slightly to the east and then resolutely turned back.
"Why, what is the trouble, Dad? You look ill," i11quired Jane
anxiously.
.
·"Oh, nothing," replied Nardin. "How soon do you start school aga.m,
Jane?"

M

Busy-Body

T

HE LITTLE creek seemed to be over-joyed with i~s great task of
carrying away the spring rains. It hurriedly forced its way between
the heavily sodded banks, as if it were conscious of the newly-budd~d
bra11JChes above that were trying in vain to reach down and touch it.
Now and then it managed to loosen a tuft of grass fr.om the ,bank,_ only to
toss it playfully about until it was caught behind some rock or twig along
the side. It would be unreasonable to expect this little creek to go about
its business noinelessly. The delicate hig~7Pitched tones .create~ .by the
rolling water were in P!=lrfect h~rmony wit1:1 the bl.ossommg sprmg su~roundings and the occ3:s10~al twitter o_f a. bird. Bt:t alas! Its la_ught~r is
suddenly cut short as 1t .silently empties mto a wide, slow-movmg river.

Tranquillity
Far to the west hangs light,
Playing, glowingThere on a ranging beach,
Far removed,
I drink the dew of evening;
While the gentle moon
Calls forth the stars.
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Characters:
Annette-Trapeze swinger in a circus
Ginny-Former trapeze swinger
Henri-Animal trainer
Joe-A clown
",Spot"-Call bl)y
:Scene: A performer's tent on the circus grounds
Henri: "Gosh! what a night! I ,believie it's worse than the night the
tent washed out back in Duluth. That was some mess."
Joe: "Some mess is right! But say, can you feature this crowd? I
bet there's three thousand out there right now and they're comiqg in
about as fast as the rain through this tent." He moves, to keep out of a
stream of water that has begun to trickle through the tent-joining.
"What's hringin' 'em .here, do you s'pl)se?"
Henri: "Aw, any,body can :figger that out. It's Annette. ,She's go.in'
great since Frank took Ginny out of the show. It was time, too. She
couldn't even do a double flip without spinning. It's no wonder they got
sick ,of her."
Joe: "Yeah? Well, maybe, but it seems to me the only thing the
matter with Ginny is she's lost her nerve. She used to ·be a darn good
trapeze swinger and I've been with shows like this long enough to know
tfiat a performer as good as Ginny can't quit the ring all of a sudden."
Henri: "Well, you'll have to admit that Annette's drawing the
crowds."
Joe: "Yes-she is right now, but I think if Ginny had the chance she
could come back. That's what makes her stick around with the show,
doing odd jobs without pay. I hope sheHenri: "Say! Pipe down, pipe down! Here comes Annette!"
(Annette enters.)
Henri: "Hello, Annie!"
Annette (Taking off her wet slicker, and chewing gum vigorously):
"HeUo, Hank. 'Lo, J-oe."
Henri: "All ready for the show'? Have you had a look at that crowd
yet? Better 'n last night. You sure are showin' 'em a thing or two. And
I'll let y,ou in on a little secret. Frank ·says if you can go through the
whole program like you did last night he'll giv~ you a twenty-dollar
rai.se. How's it sound?"
Annette: "Gr-" (She stops to listen as someone just outside the tent
begins talking.)
Ginny (Outside): "You know, Spot, I'd give anything if you could
stick your head inside my tent..:ftap tl)night and say 'Five minutes yet,
Ginny.'"
Spot: "1S0 would I."
Ginny: "I don't know why, but I somehow feel as if I could do my
act again if I had the chance. I ,can't 11uite get used to doing without my
pa.y-eheck, either." (She laug.hs, eml:iarassed.) "Haven't sent any money
home for three weeks. Pretty hard on mother, I guess." (They go on.)
Henri (Absently): "A---'Guess H's time to go. Hope you get your
raise, Annette." (He leaves the tent, Joe scowls at the toes of his shoes.
Annette has walked to the far end of the tent. ,Suddenly she falls to the
Jloor.)
Annette: "Oh, it's my ankle, I guess. I stumbled against the trunk."
(Joe hurries over to help her but she .pushes him away.) "Say, what's the
idea? Don't bother about me. It's time for the show to .begin. Ginny '11
have to do the act. There's. S-pot now (pointing outside) . .Send him to
tell her." (J-oe runs out after ,Spot. Annette gets up, goes to the mirror
arid starts taking make-up from .her face.)
,Spot ( Calling outside) : •~Ginneeee--iOnly five minutes!"
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Appreciations
''THE MOUNTAIN STREAM"
As I strolled down the shady 'Path, I came to a tiny house nestled
in a grove of leafy maple trees. White lace curtains fl.uttered out of
the wide open window. Suddenly from ,out of that little window came
the ,opening liquid notes of "The Mountain Stream." I stopped and stood
still, listening to the musical torrent of rushing notes, beginning on the
highest note •of the keyboard and tumbling all over each other to see who
could reach the bottom note first. Then came a calm, lulling melody which
was accompanied by a shower of grace notes. This smooth, rhythmical
theme was suddenly interrupted by a low, rumbling chromatic. And then
came the "sunshine after the rain." Refreshing melody murmured to the
accompaniment of a gay assortment of runs. This finally ended in a last
plunge of the happy stream over a series of rocky steps, and thereupon
the little river joined its big brother and lost its song forever. As the
last soft tones died away, I was completely lost in an enchanting mood
of wistful reverie.

"COME UNTO ME"
George Hacker has painted a marvelous picture entitled "Come Unto
Me." With feet upon solid rock, in a narrow path, stands Jesus, clad in a
pure robe of white. Weary, yet hopeful, he stands with hands outstretched. Light brown hair borders the radiant face. Disappointment,
grief, and pain have left their marks, ,but still he hopes and pleads. The
very words, "Come unto me," seem to be written upon the face. The
background of g,olden sunset enhances the radiance of the beautiful features. On either side of the path tiny red r,oses look up at him from twining stems, while farther back, on either side, larger trees rise high toward
the heavens, pointing toward God above. How can men pass ,by and not
heed this ·plea?

ON EPSTEIN'S "VENUS"

Confessional
Whenever in the strongbotd of my breast
Rebellious doubts c•oncerning God find nooks
Wher~in to hide their hydra heads, no crooks
Of faithful guards can tear them from their rest.
A host of thoughts, doubt-ridden, then with zest
Attack the walls. Within a traitor looks
To loose the gates. No victor rebel brooks
King Reason, but dethrones, with Love, the best.
Yet, when in such distress, I need but hie
Out into night to hear a glittering star
Or golden moon mock softly, "Who made me?"
Far from my breast then soon the troubles fly,
And I, upon my knee·s, address the far
But ever-present Father, "Thou art He."

This statue, according to Epstein, reveals the soul of Venus. She is
beautiful in a way, but her soul, when looked at directly, is flat and shapeless. Her features display no thought. love, sympathy, pain, joy, or any
feeling at all. Her face is blank, ·blank as a fresh sheet of paper. Undoubtedly Mr. Epstein exaggerated, but he certainly expressed forcefully the
fact that women, though beautiful, may be only half-grown children or
idiots in mind and soul.

ON "PILGRIM'S PROGRESS"
As we follow these allegorical characters, we feel in them a fascination. These vivid, imaginative portrayals leave us with burning impressions that unveil only as the years elapse. The immens•e spiritual values
evolve just as the passing of life, with a measured, incessant swing. The
enduring spiritual blessings lift our hearts and souls like a strain of
heavenly music. It is like good food which, although enjoyed at the time
when eaten, is only really valuable as it becomes a part of actual life.
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College Life
Characters
First ,8enior
Second 1Senior
President of the ,Senior Class
President of the College
Time: June 18, 1930. In the morning
Place: The College Campus
ACT ONE
1st Senior: "Isn't it terrible that we have to march in chapel so
slowly for commencement!"
2nd Senior: "Isn't it though! You'd think it was a funeral instead of
a commencement march!"
ACT TWO-(Five minutes later)
2nd Senior: "Isn't it terrible that we have to march in chapel so
slowly for commencement?"
Pres. of 1Sen. Class: ''Isn't it though. I'll go slee Prexy about it."
ACT THREE-(Five minutes later)
Pres. of Sen. Class: "Isn't it terrible that we have to march in chapel
so slowly for commencement?"
Pres. ,of College: "Isn't it though. Suppose you march faster then."

In a leaping race, with tumbling pace,
Over a little knoll,
T.he fallen leaves obey the breeze,
They rustle and run and r,oll.

Tired sea,
A slow moon climbing
The ,bedizened vault of heavenEver so tenderly,
Chapel •bells. chiming
Angelus at even.
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